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Abstract

We designed a system that acquires domain spe-
cific knowledge from human written biological
papers, and we call this system IFBP (Informa-
tion Finding from Biological Papers). IFBP is
divided into three phases, Information Retrieval
(IR), Information Extraction (IE) and Dictionary
Construction (DC). We propose a query modifi-
cation method using automatically constructed
thesaurus for IR and a statistical keyword pre-
diction method for IE. A dictionary of domain
specific terms, which is one of the central knowl-
edge sources for the task of knowledge acqui-
sition, is also constructed automatically in the
DC phase. IFBP is currently used for construct-
ing the Transcription Factor DataBase (TFDB)
and shows good performance. Since the model of
knowledge base construction that is adopted into
IFBP is carried out entirely automatically, this
system can be easily ported ~cross domains.

Introduction
Every day there is a large influx of newly published pa-
pers, each with the potential of being relevant to the
interest of multiple researchers and an amount of in-
formation in genome area has been growing rapidly in
recent years. As the volume of biological information
increases, the demand for the domain specific knowl-
edge base grows. Most data on biological functions,
such as molecular interactions which are crucial for
the next stage of genome science, are still only in lit-
eratures. The task of knowledge base construction has
generally been done by human experts. However, as
the flood of information increases, it becomes difficult
for humans to construct and maintain the knowledge
base consistently and efficiently.

Therefore, we present an automatic knowledge base
construction system to support biologists who are in
need of constructing a knowledge base. The task of
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this system IFBP is divided into three phases, IR, IE
and DC. IR returns a set of papers that is relevant to
a user’s needs (Lewis & Jones 1996), and IE returns 
structured representation of knowledge within the re-
trieved paper (Cowie & Lehnert 1996), which will con-
stitute the entry of the knowledge base. With IFBP,
papers of interest can be collected from a text database
effectively and exhaustively in the IR phase, and key-
words are automatically extracted from retrieved pa-
pers in the IE phase. In addition, the domain spe-
cific dictionary are also constructed automatically in
the DC phase as the central sources for the task of
IFBP (see Figure 1). The overall system architechture
is outlined in the last section, and algorithms adopted
to each phase will be described in detail.

Figure 1: Overall architecture of IFBP

DC(Dictionary Construction) phase
Although a dictionary of domain specific terms is one
of the central knowledge sources of the knowledge ac-
quisition system, the on-line domain specific dictionary
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hardly exists due to the difficulties in its construction,
that is, the task of dictionary construction is time-
consuming and labor-intensive. Therefore, we propose
an automatic dictionary construction method adopted
in the DC phase (Yamamoto 1996). The DC phase
constructs domain specific dictionary from a corpus
and existing databases with minimal human supervi-
sion (see Figure2).

At the first step of our strategy, terms categorized
in a specific class such as "protein name" are collected
from the public databases, for example SWISS-PROT,
PRF and PIR etc., and transformed into appropriate
forms. We call this initial collection a base dictionary.
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Figure 2: Automatic dictionary construction in DC
phase

Next, context of each term in the actual literatures
are examined and hierarchical term clustering is per-
formed on the base dictionary. For further discussion
regarding this automatic dictionary construction task,
see (Yamamoto 1996). The resultant clusters can 
used as a thesaurus for IR and IE.

While there are several clustering algorithms, such
as single-link method and Ward’s method, almost all
the previous algorithms use the measure of distance
between two objects and merge the close ones (An-
derberg 1973, Willett 1988). However, a probabilistic
clustering algorithm called Hierarchical Bayesian Clus-
tering (ItBC) constructs a set of clusters that has the
maximum Bayesian posterior probability and this max-
infization is a general form of the well known Mazimum
Likelihood estimation. IFBP adopts IIBC as cluster-
ing algorithm since better performance was obtained
than the other clustering algorithm through prelimi-
nary experiments in text clustering area (Iwayama 
Tokunaga 1995).

Automatic thesaurus construction
The outline of the algorithm tIBC are briefly reviewed
next and this system’s method of constructing the the-

saurus using IIBC are proposed in the following.

HBC(Hierarchieal Bayesian Clustering) IIBC
constructs a cluster hierarchy from bottom to top by
merging two clusters at a time. At the beginning, each
datum belongs to a cluster whose only member is the
datum itself. For every pair of clusters, HBC calcu-
lates the probability of merging the pair and selects
the best one with the highest probability for the next
merge. The last merge step produces a single cluster
containing the entire data set.

Formally, HBC selects the cluster pair whose merge
results in the maximum value of the posterior prob-
ability P(CID), where D is a collection of data (i.e.,
D = dl,d2,...,dN) and C is a set of clusters (i.e.,
C = cl,c2,...). Each cluster cj E CIS aset of data
and the clusters are mutually exclusive. At the initial
stage, each cluster is a singleton set; ci = di for all
i. P(CID) defines the probability that a collection of
data D is classified into a set of clusters C. Maximiz-
ing P(CID) is a generalization of Maximum Likelihood
estimation.

To examine the details of merge process, consider a
merge step k -{- 1(0 < k _< N - 1). By the step k -t- 
a data collection D has been partitioned into a set of
clusters C~. That is each datum d E D belongs to a
cluster c E Ck. The posterior probability at this point
becomes

P(CklD) = H H P(c]d)
¢ECk dec

P(dlc)P(c)=HH
cECk dec

I-[¢eck p(c)ld
= P(D) H H P(dlc)

cEC,. dec

PC(C 
- P(D) H SC(c)

(i)
cECk

Here, PC(C~) corresponds to the prior probability that
N random data are classified into a set of clusters C~.
This probability is defined as follows:

PC(C~) = H P(c)ld (2)
¢ECk

SC(c) defines the probability that all the data in a
cluster c are produced from the cluster and is defined
as

SO(c) = II P(dlc) (3)
dec

When two clusters c=, c~ E Ok are merged, the set of
clusters C~ is updated as follows:

ck+l = ck - + {c. u (4)
After the merge, the posterior probability is induc-
tively updated as
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PC(Ck+,) SC(c~ u c~) "’c
P(C}+I]D)- PC(Ck) SC---~-~)S--C-~) r~ .}]D)

(5)
Note that this updating is local and can be done effi-
ciently, because the only recalculation necessary since
the previous step is the probability for the merged new

cluster, that is, SC(c,: U cu). The factor ~ can
be neglected for maximization of P(CID), since the
factor would reduce to a constant regardless of the
merged pair. See (Iwayama & Tokunaga 1995) for fur-
ther discussion.

Thesaurus construction This section concerns
clustering terms based on the relations they have with
attributes. In order to apply HBC to clustering terms,
we need to calculate the elemental probability P(dJc),
a cluster c actually contains its member term d. To cal-
culate this probability, this paper follows SVMV (Sin-
gle random Variable with Multiple Values) (Iwayama
& Tokunaga 1994). With SVMV, the DC phase classi-
fies terms, each one of them being represented as a set
of attributes. Each term has its own attributes (the
set of nouns co-occurring with this particular term in
a sentence is currently used in IFBP) gathered from 
corpus, see Figure3.

|...I

Figure 3: co-occurring nouns as the attribute

In SVMV, while cluster c is a set of terms, it. is also
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represented as a set of attributes that all the members
of c co-occur with. Consider an event A = a where a
randomly extracted attribute A from a set of attributes
is equal to a. Conditioning P(dJc) in each possible
event gives

P(dJc) = E P(dlc, A = a)P(A = (6)
a

if we assume conditional independence between c and
d given A = a,

P(dJc) = E P(d[A = a)P(A = (7)
a

Using Bayes’ theorem, this becomes

P(A = ald)P(A =alc)P(dIc) P(d)

Since each P(d) appears in every estimation of P(CJD)
only once, this can be excluded for maximization pur-
pose. Other probabilities, P(A = aJd),P(A = aJc),
and P(A = a) are estimated from given data by using
simple estimation as below. P(A = aid) is the relative
frequency of an attribute a co-occurring with a term d.
P(A = aJc) is the relative frequency of an attribute a
co-occurring with terms in cluster c. P(A -- a) is the
relative frequency of an attribute a appearing in the
whole training data.

Figure 4 shows an example of dendrogram automat-
ically constructed in our experiments. Domain specific
dictionary constructed like above can be used as the
machine-readable domain specific dictionary, and also
supports high performance retrieval and keyword pre-
diction in IFPB, refer to (Riloff 1995).

IR(Information Retrieval) phase
The IR module evaluates a large incoming stream of
documents to determine which documents are suffi-
ciently similar to a user’s need at the broad subject
level. There are several approaches to information re-
trieval, such as decision rule based (Apte, Damerau,
& Weiss 1993), knowledge base based, text similarity
based, and so on. This paper focuses on text retrieval
based on text similarity and employs the basic vector
space model (Buckley et al. 1995, Salton 1988).

Vector space model
The vector space model assumes that each document
may be represented by a vector whose non-zero co-
ordinates correspond to the terms contained in that
document. Let Qj stand for a query vector and Wi a
document vector, the document representation in vec-
tor space is defined as follows.

~’$~ = (wil, wi2,. .., wit) (9)
Here, wit represents the weight of term t in docu-

ment Wi. A weight of zero is used for terms that are ab-
sent from a particular document, and positive weights
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Figure 4: A part of the dendrogram created automat-
ically

characterize terms actually assigned. The assumption
is that all terms are available for the representation of
the information. Term weighting is one of the impor-
tant issues in text retrieval. Originally, term weighting
has been widely investigated (Salton & McGill 1983,
Salton 1988). A high-quality term weighting formula
(Salton & Buckley 1988, Salton 1988) wi~, the weight
of term Tk in document Wi is

(½(1 + ~)) lo gy
(10)

t 1
f~Li ))Xj=x (~(1 Iog-~

Here fik represents the occurrence frequency of Tk in
Wi, and fl is the maximum of fi~ over all terms T
that occur in Wi. The augmented normalized term
frequency (½(1 ÷ y/~ ))is employed. Y is the collection
size, and nk the number of documents with term Tk
assigned. The factor log~ is an inverse collection fre-
quency ("idf") factor which decreases as terms are used
widely in a collection, and the denominator in Eq. (10)
is used for weight normalization. The weights assigned
to terms in documents are much the same. The terms
Tk included in a given vector can in principle represent
any entity assigned to a document for identification.

When the document Wi is represented by a vector
of the form (w~l,w~2,...,w~) and the query Qj by
the vector (qjl,qj2,’" ,q jr), a similarity computation
between the two items can conveniently be obtained
as the inner product between corresponding weighted
term vector as follows:

t

= × q k) (ii)
k----i

Thus, the similarity between two texts (whether query
or document) depend on the weights of coinciding
terms in the two vectors.

Query Modification

In the task of IR, one of the most important and dif-
ficult operations is generating useful query statements
that can retrieve papers needed by the user and re-
ject the remainder. To obtain a better representation
of the query, we propose a new query modification
method. The method of modifying query uses auto-
matically constructed thesaurus to perform high per-
formance retrieval (Ohta 1997). In our modification
method, the terms similar to the attribute in initial
query are added in proportion to the distance between
the term and the attribute using term-distance matrix
Eq.(13). This term-distance matrix is obtained from
the domain specific dictionary which is constructed au-
tomatically in the DC phase.
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Query expansion and term-reweighting
using term-distance matrix

The term-distance matrix is obtained from the domain
specific dictionary, which has thesaurus information by
using the probabilistic algorithm HBC. This paper de-
fines the distance between two terms as the posterior
probability calculated in the first step of HBC.

pc(ck+,) sc(c (12)d~y= PC(Ck) SC(c,,)SC(%)

The above d~y indicates the distance between term t~
and term t~. With this dz~, the term-distance matrix
is defined as below.

D

t2 ... tn
d12 "" dl~
d~2 "" d2n

: ". :

dn2 "" don

(13)

where,dii = 1, dij = dji, O <__ dij <_ 1.

Our experience suggests that many users approach a
search with already having some papers in mind that
express their interest, and request for papers that are
most similar to the paper already judged relevant by
the searcher. In this way, initial query is usually con-
structed using some relevant papers that users have in
their mind. With these papers, initial query is defined
as:

1~ B~
(14)

Rel

Here, R is the number of relevant papers. Because
the number of terms in this initial query is not suffi-
cient for retrieving enough papers, this paper present
the modified query defined below to perform high per-
formance retrieval.

Q,,, = )._~ Qr~. De~ (15)
k=l

The modified query defined by Eq.(15) has more at-
tributes than the initial query, and as a result the num-
ber of terms that are in both vector of the query and
the relevant paper increases. In addition, when the set
of terms are added to the initial query, the distance
between two terms are also multiplied by the matrix
Eq.(13). Therefore, this query modification method
can add the set of terms in proportion to the impor-
tance of the terms, and will contribute to the high per-
formance retrieval.

Evaluation of modified query
To evaluate the retrieval performance of IFBP, the re-
call and precision are evaluated with the corpus, which
consists of 5000 papers obtained from the MEDLINE
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abstracts. 149 papers were relevant to the domain, and
in this experiment we chose the transcription factor as
subject of our analysis and others as non-relevant. Re-
call and precision are calculated by the following equa-
tions:

Te
Recall - (16)

Tp W TN

Tp
Precision - (17)

Tp+Fe

Here, Tp is the number of papers fhal are retrieved
correctly, Tp + T.~r is the number of relevant papers in
the collection of papers and Tp + Fp is the number of
total papers retrieved.

In general, recall and precision are mutually exclu-
sive factors, that is, high recall value is obtained at the
cost of precision, and vice versa. Figure 5 shows the re-
trieval performance of IFBP in which the query is gen-
erated from fifty relevant papers. The graph shows su-
perior ability of modified query obtained through this
query modification method, and the point at which
eighty papers are retrieved is the cross point of recall
and precision.

Figure 5: Retrieval performance of modified query

IE(Information Extraction) phase

The IE phase analyzes unrestricted texts in order to
extract information concerning pre-specified types of
events, entities or relationships (Riloff 1994, MUC5
1993). For example, information available in unstruc-
tured text can be translated into databases which can
be probed by users through standard queries, see Fig-
ure 6.

This ability of IE phase can support a part of the
task of knowledge base construction. To do so, IFBP
predict keywords related to the knowledge base entry
from the papers retrieved in IR phase. WWW interface
of IFBP is also presented for the facility of monotonous
work. This chapter first describes how IFBP predict



Figure 6: Transformation of text’s structures in IE
phase

keywords from papers, and then describes interaction
between the domain specific dictionary (Liddy, Paik 
Yu 1994).

Keyword prediction
One of the major problems in the accurate analysis of
natural language is the presence of unknown words,
especially names. While it seems convenient to use a
list of all the names, names come and go. To resolve
this problem, this paper adopts the scoring of words
using cross-entropy as shown below, so the complex
heuristics are not necessary.

f~d, ftd/fd (18): T,og s,qTT 
Here, ftd and ftc is the frequency of term t in an

input document d and corpus c. fd and fc is the total
frequency in a input document d and corpus c. This
information-theoretic measure are also known as KL-
distance (Kullback & Leibler 1951). With this scoring
method we can obtain the candidate for the keyword.

In addition, domain specific term often appears as
collocation. To resolve the a~nbiguity of recognizing
compound words, this paper also defines the score of
collocation as bellow.

S( c~ lJl Jr+ 1" " Jl+,~- 1Nl+,~ N1+m+ i " " gt+,~+,~ 

( l_~M(2,+k)+ "

)
---- f(c,)" \m k=o

n-~ ~k=o’~i(N’+m+k)

(19)
Here "-/zJl+i "" Jl+m-iNl+,nNz+m+i ""Nt+m+," is
the adjacent word strings of the adjective J and the
noun N, and M(A) is the score of a word A defined by
Eq.(18).

This paper defines that any pair of adjacent nouns
and adjectives is regarded as a potential phrase. The

final list of phrases is composed of those pairs of words
occurring in 10 or more documents of the document
set. In addition, IFBP uses n-gram statistics to filter
out non-sense word strings and can predict keywords
in high accuracy, for further discussion see (Yamanmto
1996). Using this score, we can recognize and automat-
ically extract domain specific terms in collocation level
from natural language texts. The example of the rank-
ing of predicted keywords from 5 papers in the domain
of transcription factor (described in the following sec-
tion) is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Predicted keywords with score

Dictionary look up and search for the
knowledge base
The predicted keyword is scored as described above,
and IFBP can distinguish important keywords from
others with this score. Although keyword prediction
with this method can filter out non-sense word strings
to some extent, not all predicted keywords are appro-
priate terms which are suited for the knowledge base
entity. This paper uses the domain specific dictionary
constructed in the DC phase to resolve this problem.
In addition, IFBP also looks up the knowledge base
entities. By searching for the knowledge base entities,
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we can sort out the new term that is more impres-
sive for the researcher from the old one that is known
well already. The predicted keywords that are classi-
fied in this way can contribute to the retrieval of more
impressive papers and keywords, and will lead to the
construction of excellent knowledge base.

Overall system architecture and WWW

interface

Overall architecture of IFBP

We designed and implemented the knowledge acquisi-
tion system IFBP that is divided into three phases, IR,
IE and DC (see Figure 1).

The IR phase can not only retrieve papers with high
potential for being relevant, but also ranks the paper
set according to each paper’s predicted likelihood of
relevance. That is, IFBP is also concerned with "com-
puting the degree of relevance of papers". The IE
phase can predict keywords from the relevant papers
retrieved in IR phase, and support the construction
and management of knowledge base.

In addition, predicted keywords in IE phase are
also added as the entity of domain specific dictionary
that is constructed in DC phase, and the automati-
cally re-constructed dictionary will be used in future
retrieval and extraction operation. Our experiments
have shown that this re-constructed dictionary con-
tributes to the improvement of retrieval and extraction
performance (Ohta 1997).

Domain of IFBP and corpus

This paper chose the Transcription Factor DataBase
(TFDB) as subject of analysis (Okazaki, Kaizawa 
Mizushima 1996). As NCBI stopped the maintenance
of Transcription Factor Database (TFD) since 1993, 
is maintained as a new database TFDB on SYBASE
System l l at National Cancer Center Research Insti-
tute, which takes over some parts of the database fo-
cusing on the DNA binding sequence data.

The current system is conducted for the corpus de-
scribed below. For building a tagged corpus, we have
used the MEDLINE abstracts as text source All ab-
stracts are tagged beforehand with a part-of-speech
tag from Penn Treebank tagset (Marcus, Santorini 
Marcinkiewicz 1993) using a slightly customized ver-
sion of Brill’s tagger (Brill 1994).

IFBP is now used as the assistant system construct-
ing and maintaining the TFDB, and shows good re-
trieval and extraction performance.

WWW interface of IFBP

The WWW interface has been designed and imple-
mented, and this interface can support the researchers
in constructing knowledge base by simplifying the task.
What can be done automatically with IFBP are listed
below.
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¯ Construct the on-line domain specific dictionary and
refer to the entries in the separate window.

¯ Retrieve relevant papers from a textual database,
and rank the paper set according to each paper’s
predicted likelihood of relevance.

¯ Check out the terms that appears in both relevant
papers and "knowledge base entity.

¯ Predict kev~vords in these relevant papers including
unknown words by statistical method.

By the assistance described above, the user can con-
struct a knowledge base by just clicking the keywords
shown in the WWW interface. An example of this
WWW interface implemented for the construction of
TFDB is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: WWW interface for TFDB

Conclusion
We designed the system called [FBP that automati-
cally acquires domain specific knowledge from biologi-
cal papers. IFBP is divided into three phases, IR, IE
and DC. In the IR phase, the query will be modified us-
ing domain specific dictionary, which was constructed
in the DC phase, and the modified query can retrieve
papers needed by the user from textual database, and
accurately ranks the paper set according to the like-
lihood of relevance. In the IE phase, keywords are
extracted automatically in a collocation level by a sta-
tistical approach from the set of papers retrieved in
IR phase, and can filter out non-sense word strings



by looking up the dictionary and entities of knowl-
edge base. The DC phase constructs an on-line domain
specific dictionary as a central knowledge source, and
the WWW interface of IFBP can simplify the task of
knowledge base construction. The importantaspect of
the model proposed in IFBP is that because models
of IR, IE and DC which are adopted into IFBP are
carried out entirely automatically, this system can be
easily ported across domains.
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